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Drag on particles in a nematic suspension by a moving nematic-isotropic interface
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We report a clear demonstration of drag on colloidal particles by a moving nematic-isotropic interface. The
balance of forces explains our observation of periodic, striplike structures that are produced by the movement
of these particles.
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Colloidal dispersions of small particles in nematic liqu
crystals are an interesting type of soft matter. The differe
from ordinary colloids arises from the orientational orderi
of the liquid crystal molecules and the resulting structure
the colloid. Topological defects@1,2# and additional long-
range forces between the colloidal particles@3# are immedi-
ate consequences of this ordering. The nematic-induced
terparticle interaction brings a new range of effects to
system: supermolecular structures@4–7#, cellular structures
@8,9#, and even a soft solid@10# can be observed. Colloida
dispersions in liquid crystals also have a wide variety
potential applications@11#.

A range of problems similar to those of polymer dispers
liquid crystals also arise in nematic colloidal dispersio
The nematic ordering makes it difficult to suspend small p
ticles in a liquid crystal host. Particles often segregate i
agglomerates distributed nonuniformly in the cell. The
sulting spatial distribution of the particles is difficult to co
trol. Our research explores the factors that affect the spa
distribution of these particles and indicates ways to con
the complex morphology of these systems.

In this paper we report a demonstration of drag on col
dal particles by a moving nematic-isotropic~NI! interface.
We calculate a critical radius above which the particles c
not be captured by the moving interface. We predict that
critical radius is sensitive to the viscous properties of
host liquid crystal, the value of the anchoring coefficient
the liquid crystal on the particle surface, and the velocity
the moving interface. Most important, we can move partic
of specified radius and can control the spatial distribution
these particles in the cell.

In order to understand how the particles are moved by
nematic-isotropic transition front we used particles of diffe
ent sizes as well as particles made of different materials
the first part of our experiments we used nearly monod
perse spheres of silica (R50.005, 0.5, and 1mm). To
prove our predictions based on initial experimental obser
tions and to demonstrate the controllability of the spa
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distribution of particles in anisitropic colloidal suspension
we used large polymer particles,R58 mm @15#. In all cases
particles were dispersed at concentrations off
51 –5 wt %, in the liquid crystal 5CB at room temperatu
(25 °C) ~the isotropic-nematic transition temperature of pu
5CB isTNI'35° C). The sample was subjected to ultrasou
in order to uniformly disperse the particles in 5CB. Some
the preparations were made at higher temperatures, in
nematic or isotropic state of the liquid crystal.

The homogeneous mixture was deposited between
polymer-covered glass substrates and heated above
nematic-isotropic transition point. The cell thickness w
100 mm. The homogeneous suspension was observed u
crossed polarizers using an optical microscope, Fig. 1~a!.

The mixture was cooled to a temperature below the tr
sition point. Depending on the rate of cooling, we observ
different structures. Fast quenching to room temperat
~cooling rate 10 °C min21) resulted in phase separation an
formation of a cellular structure, with particle-free nema
domains separated by particle-rich regions, Fig. 1~b!. Prop-
erties of these structures have been reported previo
@8–10#. Decreasing the cooling rate, we observed format
of a striped structure@Fig. 1~c!#. The particle-rich regions
were no longer forming a cellular structure but were
ranged in a set of stripes, separated by particle-free regi
Using optical microscope images we postulate that we h
large nematic and isotropic domains separated by a mo
interface. The direction of the stripes is parallel to the mo
ing interface~the interface was moving from the left to th
right of the cell in the geometry depicted in Fig. 1!. The
spatial period of the striped structure depended on the c
ing rate, as well as on the particle size. Increasing the par
size, as well as decreasing the cooling rate, resulted in
increase of the spatial period. We also noticed that the str
do not appear if we have considerably larger silica partic
R.0.5 mm. Also, decreasing the cooling rate resulted in
chaotic merging of stripes and formation of a ‘‘rootlike’’ pat-
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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tern, Fig. 1~d!. These results indicate that the particles a
pushed by the moving nematic-isotropic phase transi
front.

Using optical microscopy we were able to directly o
serve the movement of larger (R58 mm) but less dense
polymer spheres. We could see these particles being mo
by an advancing nematic to isotropic phase boundary. Fig
2 shows pictures of this moving front taken at differe
times. Clearly the particles are pushed by this advanc
front, remaining in the isotropic phase.

A simple analysis accounts for these experimental ob
vations. We consider several mechanisms that contribut
the total drag force acting on a particle at a NI interfa
First, the surface tension coefficient might differ at t
particle-nematic or particle-isotropic part of the interface.
additional pressure caused by the curvature can be give
P52s/R, whereR is the radius of the curvature~in our case
it is the radius of the particle! and s is the surface tension
coefficient. This pressure contributes to the total drag fo
as Fs52p(sN2s I)R@12(d/R)2#, with the amplitude
growing linearly with the droplet radius. Hered is the dis-
tance from the particle center to the interface. The value
Ds5sN2s I depends on the surface treatment of the p
ticles and is unknown~and difficult to measure! for our sys-
tem. However, the order of magnitude can be estimated f

FIG. 1. Polarized microscopy images of different structures,
pending on the cooling rate.~a! Colloidal particles are disperse
homogeneously in the isotropic phase;~b! cellular structure, cool-
ing rate 10 °C min21; ~c! stripes, cooling rate 0.1 °C min21, veloc-
ity of the interfacev'3 mm sec21; ~d! root structure, cooling rate
0.01 °C min21, v'0.5 mm sec21. Silica particles,R50.005 mm,
concentrationf51 wt %. The NI interface is moving from left to
right. The long side of the images is 1 mm.
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the change of the surface tension coefficient of the glass-5
interface@12#, Ds'1022–1023 dyn cm22.

Second, the particle creates long-range distortions of
director in a nematic phase. To minimize elastic distorti
energy, the nematic phase tries to expel particles into
isotropic phase. The elastic forces have two origins: due
the director deformations in the bulk nematic phase and
to the anchoring of the director at the particle surface.
estimation of these contributions can be done by dimensio
analysis. For the surface contribution, the only combinat
that has dimension of force isWR, whereW is the anchoring
coefficient. Therefore, the surface contribution to the d
force is proportional toWR, Fs5WRgs(d/R), wheregs(x)
is a dimensionless function of the penetration depth,d/R.

One can have two different situations for the bulk cont
bution. Forweakanchoring,WR/K!1, the bulk contribution
is proportional to the squared characteristic deviation of
director,b0;WR/K @13#. Now W2R2/K has the dimension
of force, yieldingFb5W2R2/Kgb(d/R). In contrast, in the
case of strong anchoring,WR/K@1, the anchoring does no
enter the elastic contribution, andFb5Kgb(d/R). Here,
again,gb(x) is a dimensionless function. For 5CB@16#, and
typical values of the anchoring energy, W
'1023–1024 dyn cm21, WR/K!1 for silica particles and

- FIG. 2. Snapshots of the moving nematic-isotropic interfa
made between parallel polarizers taken in the time intervalDt
56 min. The nematic phase is on the bottom part of the pictu
Polymer particles,R58 mm. One can observe thickening of th
particle-rich phase because of the capturing of the particles by
interface. Velocity of the interface isv'3 mm sec21. The long
side of the images is 1 mm.
2-2
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WR/K'1 for polymer particles. Therefore, for silica pa
ticles, we have the weak anchoring regime. In contrast, p
mer particles provide strong anchoring of the director.
also note that, when particles agglomerate, the effective
dius increases and we have a strong anchoring regime
for small particles.

Finally, there is a friction drag contribution, which, in th
first approximation, is given by the Stokes formula,Fh5
26pRhv @14#. The total drag on the particle is the sum
all contributions,Fdrag5Fs1Fb1Fs1Fh .

Solution of Newton’s equations of motion withFdrag as a
force completes the description of the particle dynamics.
clear, however, that small heavy particles cannot be mo
by the interface. The maximal radius can be estimated fr
the conservation of linear momentum. To capture a part
of massm, the interface has to transfer to it a linear mome
tum mv. If we assume that the particle does not move~or it
moves much slower than the interface, which is valid
massive particles! then the total linear momentum transferr
to the particle reads

mv5E
t1

t2
Fdragdt5

1

vE2R

R

Fdrag~x!dx. ~1!

Here we assumed that the interface touches the partic
time t1 and leaves it at timet2 , x5vt. SubstitutingFdrag we
obtain

Rmax5

8

3
pDs1dsW26phDr

4

3
prv22dbW2/K

, ~2!

whered i are geometrical constants,r is the density of the
particle, andDr is the final displacement of the particle du
to the drag force.

Several important conclusions can be drawn. First, if
particle is too big, the moving interface is not able to trans
sufficient linear momentum to it. Only particles withR
,Rmax(v,W,s) will be captured by the interface. From E
~2! one can see thatRmax}v22, i.e., only a slowly moving
interface is able to capture the particles. The estimate of
velocity is given by the zero of the denominator of Eq.~2!,
v'W/AKr;1 mm sec21. This is of the order of the limit-
ing velocity for the cellular structure we observed in o
experiments: if the interface moves more slowly, then stri
appear, otherwise the cellular structure forms~see Fig. 1!.

The main conclusion is thatRmax is a function of the
material parameters, i.e., can be effectively controlled,
example, by changing the surface treatment of the parti
~anchoring energyW). Increase in the anchoring energ
leads to an increase ofRmax. Moreover, strong enough an
choring favors formation of a defect near the particle@4,1#,
contributing to an even higher energetic barrier created
elastic forces.

On the other hand, if the particle is captured by the int
face, the elastic force scales asR2, and the opposing viscou
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drag scales asR. Therefore, there is a minimal radius,Rmin ,
starting from which particles will be dragged by the inte
face. If the particle is dragged by the interface at a cons
speed, thenFdrag50, yielding

Rmin5
6phv22pDs2gsW

gbW2/K
, ~3!

where g i5gi(0) are some constants. Equation~3! implies
that, in order to be moved by the interface, the particles h
to be big enough. Only in this case can elastic forces ov
come viscous drag. Substituting values typical for 5CB a
using the slowest cooling rate, we obtainRmin'0.01 mm,
which qualitatively agrees with the minimum size of silic
particles we were able to move.

To explain formation of the striped structure, we note th
in practice, particles aggregate into clusters. While an ag
gate moves, it captures more and more particles, growin
size. The anchoring parameterWR/K also increases and w
switch from the weak anchoring to the strong anchoring
gime. The bulk elastic contribution is then proportional to t
elastic constantK and the elastic force is no longer growin
as R2. Therefore, at someRc , the friction drag overcomes
the elastic contribution and the aggregate breaks through
interface. A stripe forms and the particles start to accumu
again. The conditionFdrag50 gives the critical size of the
aggregate

Rc5
gbK

6phv22pDs
, ~4!

which is about 1 mm for typical experimental values.
From conservation of mass one can show that the ra

of the aggregate increases linearly with time until it reach
Rc ,

R5R01
1

4
f

rLC

ra
vt. ~5!

Here R0 is the initial radius of the aggregate andra is the
density of the aggregate. Therefore, the distance between
stripes is given by

l'4f21
ra

rLC
Rc , ~6!

and is of the order of 0.1 mm, again in qualitative agreem
with experiment, Fig. 1.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated moving colloid
particles by a moving nematic-isotropic interface. We ha
also determined the factors such as particle size, ancho
energy, and speed of the moving front, which control t
particle movement. By controlling these factors we can c
trol the morphology of the colloid and its physical propertie
Such control is necessary to develop and optimize these
loids for specific applications.

This research was supported by INTAS through Grant N
99-00312 and ALCOM through Grant No. DMR 89-20147
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